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HEAIIY DU:r£ FACTORY LOADS 
FOR THE BIG-BORE LEUERGUN. 

by .John Taffin 
ith tHe arriva f the first successful lever
gun tHe 1'860 Henry, the pattern was set for 
seve ,al &les of big bore hunting rifles. 
The 186 Henry and its almost immediate 
successor, . e 1866, were both chambered 
for the rimfire ".44 Henry Flat." Thi s was 
then shortly succeeded by the .44 WCF, 
chambered in the Model 1873. By today's 
standards, neither of these big bores were 
particularly powerful cartridges . 

That was about to change with the advent 
of the Winchester 1876, the Marlin 1881, and 
the Winchester 1886. These three serious 
hunting leverguns chambered much more 
powerful cartridges such as the .45-75 in the 
1876, and the .45-70 in the J 881 and 1886. 
The latter was also chambered in a variety of 
"Big Fifty" cartridges; the .50-70, .50-90 and 
.50-110. These may have been black powder 
cartridges but they don't have to take a back 
seat when it comes to game stopping power. 

By the 1890s, calibers began to change 

dramatically. With the advent of smokeless 
powder, small bore, high-velocity car
tridges pushed the big bores from center 
stage. From the mid-1890s to the eve of 
World War I, the arrival of such now clas
sic cartridges as the 7x57 , .30-40, .30-30, 
and .30-'06 wrote the death song for the 
big bore leverguns. Almost. 

Renewed Interest 
The pendulum started swinging back in 

the 1970s. Marlin became serious about big 
bore leverguns by reintroducing the .45-70 
in the new Model 1895, and bringing forth a 
totally new cartridge, the .444 Marlin , in the 
Model 444. Today we have big bore lever
action rifles chambered in .444 Marlin, .45-
70, .450 Marlin (Which is nothing more than 
the .45-70 with a smaller rim and a belt to 
prevent it from chambering in old .45-70s). 
As well as a resurrection of the original 



Buffalo Bore 420-gr. lBT 1,967 

Buffalo Bore 400-gr. JFN 1,774 

Buffalo Bore 350-gr. JFN 2,067 

Buffalo Bore 500-gr. FMJ 1,615 

Cor-Bon 350-gr. Bonded Core 1,872 

Cor-Bon 405-gr. Penetrator 1,573 

Garrett 405-gr. JFP 1,727 

Garrett 415-gr. HC Hammerhead 1,802 

Garrett 530-gr. HC Hammerhead 1,461 
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chambering of the Winchester Model 1894, 
the .38-55 . 

The .348 Winchester is realistically dead, 
however blown out it basically becomes the 
.50 Alaskan. While not factory chambered in 

51.5 NA 2,052 56.3 1%" 
any levergun , the .50 Alaskan is so popular 
in custom rifles factory loads are now 

46.4 NA 1,858 48.6 3/4" offered by Buffalo Bore. 

47.3 NA 2,139 49.0 1~" 
To this list might be added the .45 Colt 

and the .44 Magnum, both of which are 

52.8 NA 1,674 54.8 NA more than suitable for deer and hogs when 
loaded with heavy bullets for deep penetra-

42.9 NA 2,031 46.5 NA tion. But for the moment, let's look only at 

41.7 NA 1,741 46.1 NA cartridges designed for rifle rather than 
handgun use. 

45.8 3/4" 1,812 48.0 NA Until very recently, it was very difficult 

48.9 114" 1,870 50.8 1~" 
to find true heavy-duty loads for big game. 
Deer loads were fairly easy to locate for the 

50.7 2%" 1,551 53.8 1W .444 Marlin and the .45-70, however, serious 
loads for heavy boned, heavily muscled big 
game that was capable of easily biting back 
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were simply not to be found. The .45-70 
loads were kept at 1873 Trapdoor levels, 
while the .444 Marlin was handicapped by 
being loaded with thin-skinned bullets better 
suited for the .44 Magnum sixgun. 

Some Do, Some Don't 
For the handloader this is no obstacle, 

but it's good to remember from time to time 
that not every shooter is a reloader. Frankly, 
if you ' re a serious shooter, you should learn 
to reload, if only for the tremendous cost 
saving that permits more shooting. But for 
some, this isn't an option, and for this rea
son, we're going to look at heavy-duty fac
tory loads for the big-bore levergun. 

Heavy-duty loads with heavyweight bul
lets designed for deep penetration are read
ily available today due primarily to the 
efforts of three ammunition companies: 
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Buffalo Bore, Cor-Bon and Garrett 
Cartridges. Let's look at what's available . 

. 38-55 Winchester: The .30-30 receives 
most of the attention and the glory when it 
comes to leverguns, however, it's a Johnny 
come lately. The .38-55 and the .32-40 
were the original chamberings in the Model 
1894 Winchester. These were both black 
powder cartridges, and they were soon 
overshadowed by their non-smoking little 
brother, the .30-30, which became 
Winchester's first smokeless powder load 
for the Model 1894 in 1895. 

The .38-55 has been handicapped all 
these years by being loaded to black powder 
levels. Today Marlin offers a beautiful 
Model 336 chambered in .38-55. These 
come with 24-inch octagonal barrels which 
are great for shooting off the bench and 
long-range, however cut to about 18/i inches 
they make a dandy woods rifle. 

Winchester still offers a superbly accu
rate .38-55 load at around 1,200 fps making 
it a fine close range deer cartridge. In an 
entirely different class are Buffalo Bore's 
Heavy Loads of which there are three. 

Two of these are identical except for bul
let diameter as there is a lot of variation in 
. 38-55 bores. Marlins and Winchesters can be 
quite finicky about bullets size, so Buffalo 
Bore offers hard cast bullets of both .378" and 
.380" diameters at around 1,900 fps; as well 
as a 255-grain jacketed flat nose that comes 
very close to 2,000 fps in the 24-inch Marlin. 

Largest opening in the industry 
and the longest stroke -yet handle is 
adjustable to provide the least 
hand Ie travel of any press. 

Cast iron construction in a classic 

Pondoro's Formula 
Now we come to the true big bores. 

These are designed mostly for deep penetra
tion on large heavy game. Every loading 
available from Buffalo Bore, Cor-Bon, and 
Garrett plus a few from other makers have 
been included with selected loads being shot 
for accuracy to give an idea of what to 
expect. I have also listed the TKO (Taylor 
Knock Out value) for each load. 

TKO is vastly misunderstood. In fact the 
last time I used it with heavy sixgun loads, I 
was taken to task by the editors of two other 
magazines. One was even nice enough to call 
me and wat11 me ahead of time. TKO was 
derived by John "Pondoro" Taylor of elephant 
hunting fame as a sin1ple way to compare large 
bulleted loads designed for use on big game. 

The numbers mean nothing except as a 
way to rank heavy bulleted loads. Do not try 
to make it anything else! It cannot be used to 
compat'e say a .22-250 to a .30-'06 to a .458 
Winchester, but it works nicely for compar
ing heavyweight .444 Marlin and .45-70. 

TKO is found by multiplying bullet weight 
x muzzle velocity x caliber and then dividing 
everything by 7,000 which happens to be the 
number of grains in a pound. Muzzle energy is 
skewed towards muzzle velocity, while TKO 
emphasizes caliber and bullet weight. 

A 55-grain bullet at 3,800 fps from a .220 
Swift has a muzzle energy of 1,764 ftllbs or 
the same as a 405-grain .45-70 at 1,400 fps. 
ME tells us they are equal; common sense 

says no. One is a long range varmint load 
while the other feels very comforting when 
up close on something that can bite back. 

If we could apply TKO to both loads, 
which we cannot do because they are so dif
ferent, the .220 Swift load comes out at 6.6 
while the .45-70 scores 37.1. Taylor's for
mula makes quite good sense when compar
ing apples to apples; that is, .444 Marlin to 
.45-70 to .50 Alaskan. 

The Real Big Bores 
.444 Marlin: Th.is is another of those 

excellent ideas that wasn't carried out quite 
right at least until very recently. The rifle 
itself was originally offered with a long bar
rel and a comb on the butt stock to facilitate 
using a scope. Everything needed for a long
range rifle, yet original factory ammunition 
was loaded with bullets better suited to .44 
Magnum use. 

I view the .444 quite differently. For my 
use I want a quick handling, short barreled , 
easy packing, quick into action, levergun 
shooting heavy bullets. The anmlUnition is 
now here from both Buffalo Bore and Cor
Bon, while both Marlin and Winchester have 
offered 18-inch carbines in recent years . 

The .444 Marlin does with 300-grain bul
lets what the .45-70 can accomplish with 
400-grain bullets. This gives shooters a real 
choice. Current Marlins have barrels cut
rifled to handle cast bullets and jacketed bul
lets. Earlier Marlins will work just fine with 

Rigid cast Iron frame, cast and 
machined with pride in the USA, 
baked powder finish and all steel 
linkage make this one of the most 
attractive and sturdy presses made. 
You don't need this fine a press to 
reload ammo - but it sure is nicel 

Largest 1'/, diameter ram catches every 
primer with hose fitting that allows primer 
disposal directly to a trash can. 

All supported by over 12 square inches 
of ram bearing surface. 

"0" frame design for maximum 
strength. Durable baked powder 
coating makes the Classic Cast 
Press a handsome addition 
to any reloading bench. Threaded die adapter accepts standard 
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Large, flat base with 3 holes 
for solid mounting to any bench. 

Handle is movable from right to left. Start and 
stop position adjusts with a 48-tooth ratchet 
type handle clamp. In addition, handle length is 
completely adjustable-shorten it when you're 
loading handgun and short rifle cases. 

Automatic primer arm with bottom of stroke 
priming.for b.est feel. Includes two primer arms for 
large and small pr'imers. No more fumbling with 

guides and springs. . 
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'/, -14 dies. Remove and the press accepts 
1'/, -12 large series dies. 

Powerful compound linkage 
sizes the largest cases with ease. 

Accepts standard shell holders. 
Ram insert can be rotated to allow 
primer installation from right or leFt. 

Lee Classic Cast Press 90998 
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gas checked heavy cast bullets driven to 
1,900 fps or faster. 

.45-70: As a lifle cartlidge the .45-70 dates 
all the way back to 1873. For nearly two 
decades, the .45-70 would be our service rifle 
cal1ridge. Even though it was replaced by the 
.30-40 Krag in 1892, National Guard and 
Volunteer Regiments were armed with the 
.45-70 until after the turn-of-the-century. 

The .45-70 could well be considered 
America's big bore when it comes to hunt
ing large critters. Until very recently it was 
loaded to black powder levels or slightly 
above so that all loads were safe in old 
Trapdoors. With the advent of the Marlin 
Model 1895 in 1972 and Ruger's No.1 sin
gle-shot rifle , many loading manuals began 
including three levels of .45-70 loads. The 
lowest level for Trapdoors, the middle level 
for modern lever actions, and the highest 
leve l fo r the Ruger's No. I. 

It took awhile for ammunition companies 
to catch up w ith the loading manuals , how
ever now Buffalo Bore, Cor-Bon, and GalTett 
offer serious loads for the .45-70. These are 
for use only in currently manufactured , or rel
atively new, factory chambered .45-70s. 
Buffalo Bore lists the rifles suitable for their 
loads on each package of ammunition. 

The .45-70 has taken virtuaJly every large 
dangerous animal on the planet. Garrett 
Cartridges recently released a pamphlet with 
pictures showing one of their customers tak
ing all of Africa's largest and most dangerous 
animals with their 540-grain load. For facing 

large dangerous animals with an attitude, a 
property loaded lever action .45-70 is excep
tionally comforting. 

The Marlin Model 1895 is an ex.cellent 
basic rifle, and even Marlin has used it for 
several special editions with 5h0l1 barrels, 
long barrels, octagon barrels, and even half 
round/half octagon barreled limited editions. 

A Pair Of Favorites 
Two my favorite .45-70s are Marlins given 

the custom treatment by gunsmith Keith 
DeHart. One straight stocked version has 
been fitted with a 26-inch ban'el mainly for 
target shooting with heavy cast bullets using 
both smokeless and black powder loads, 
while the other has been cut to a very easy 
handling pistol gripped 18-inch carbine. Both 
are now equipped with receiver sights and the 
latter makes an ex.ceptionally good, lights out 
right now levergun for use on wild hogs. 

. 50 Alaskan: You say you want real 
power and real recoil in a levergun? Here it 
is, the .50 Alaskan. As its name suggests, 
this cartridge was designed for the big stuff 
Alaska has to offer such as brown bear and 
moose. With a light, easy to carry, short-bar
reled Marlin such as built by gunsmith 
David Clay, one has all the power and all the 
attendant recoil that should ever be found in 
a lever-action rifle . 

A look at the chart reveals the heaviest 
TKOs for each of the big bore cal1ridges 
when fired in comparable leverguns to be the 

KEL-TEC P-3AT 

.444 Marlin, 40.1; .45-70, 52.8, and the .50 
Alaskan is way of the top of the chart with a 
TKO of 68.9. Again, these numbers are only 
for ranking, however anyone who has ever 
shot a full house .45-70 knows exactly what 
this tells us about the .50 Alaskan I 

Never have sh ooters had such real 
choices when it comes to heavy-duty 
loads matched up with heavy-duty lever
guns. For the non-handloader, these are 
the factory load s which rev up your mod
ern levergun to its full hunting capability. 
We're fortunate to have such fine ammu ni
tion avail able to us. 

FOR MORE INFORMATION: 

Buffalo Bore 
[208] 756-8085 

100 Freeman Creek Rd . 
Carmen, Idaho 83462 

Cor-Bon 
[800] 626-7266 
1311 Industry Rd. 

Sturgis, S.D. 57785 

Garrett Cartridges, 
[360] 736-0702 

PO. Box 178 
Chehalis Wash. 98532 

.380 Sack-Up Pistol 
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Technical specifications 
Weight unloaded 7.2 oz 
Length 5.2" 
Width .n'· 
Barre/length 2.8" 
Capacity 6 , 
Tt!gger pUll 8. 

The P·3AT is a semi-automatic. locked breech p istol. 
chambered for the .380 Auto cartridge. It has been 
developed from our highly successful P·32 pistol with 
negligible increase in weight and size. 

The firmg mechanism is double action only. The P-3AT 
is mainly Intended for plainclothes police officers as a 
secondary weapon, or for concealed carry by licensed 
citizens. The small grip size and light trigger pull make 
the P-3AT ideal for female shooters. 

KEL-TEC CNG INDUSTRIES INC. 
PO BOX 236009 
COCOA FL 32923 
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